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When triaging myriads of alerts, SOC analysts need to quickly make decisions 
that affect the security of the entire organization:

 s Is it really phishing reported by a user?

 s Is this a false positive brought by an EDR or a true incident?

 s Is it a new app from a startup or a yet-unknown ransomware strain?

Automated incident enrichment was brought into play to help human analysts be 
more effective. TI feeds, reputation lookups and web-based multi-engine services 
efficiently uncover and validate alerts associated with already-known threats.  
But how would you deal with the threats that are new or even explicitly targeted at 
your company? You can’t solely rely on reputation services because the threat is 
unknown, and you can’t submit the sample to public services for privacy reasons.

To make your triage automation stack complete, SOCs today need a scalable 
autonomous solution that will fully analyze the objects with unknown or suspicious 
reputation and provide a definite and clear result as well as insights into the 
sample’s behavior. 

Built on the VMRay Platform, FinalVerdict enables organizations to automate, 
accelerate and scale alert triage and investigation for new and unknown threats. 
Unparalleled detection quality that runs on fully autonomous analysis technologies, 
unlimited scalability, and complete privacy makes it an ideal choice for organizations 
taking the next step into their security automation journey.

Benefits

 
Reduce alert fatigue  
of repetitive manual tasks 
of alert investigation

 
Automatically validate 
overwhelming EDR alerts 
with confidence

 
Reduce the number  
of manually investigated 
user reported phishing 
emails

 
Automate responses  
to reduce attacker 
dwell time

 
Minimize the risk  
of human error in the 
incident response process

Figure 1. VMRay FinalVerdict at a glance
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Use cases

 User-Reported Phishing Processing

Despite many new products and technologies that recently appeared on the market, 
phishing remains a cornerstone security problem as phishing emails keep penetrating 
email protection. Companies practice security awareness and train employees to report 
any email that looks anyhow suspicious. 

Automation in processing user-reported phishing is mandatory, as the number of 
reported emails can easily reach thousands a day. But how to set up the automation 
and what tools to use? If the message has successfully reached user’s mailbox, there 
is no sense in sending it back to the same SEG or ICES for extra verification – it has 
already passed this protection line.

VMRay FinalVerdict helps you to build reliable automated analysis, detonate files 
and URLs from both message and its attachments and reveal phishing attempts 
by watching the objects and pages in action, not just relying on their reputation.

 Malware Triage and Enrichment

Potential malware can be detected by various threat defense products:  
EPPs, EDRs, SEGs, Web Gateways, CASBs and many more. When a security incident 
happens, you want to have quick answers to the following questions:

 s Is it really a malware or not?

 s What exactly is it associated with?

 s What are the IOCs, how do I detect other compromised assets  
and how to stop them from spreading?

VMRay FinalVerdict gives you reliable answers to all of these questions, even if the 
malware you are dealing with is yet completely unknown. Use it to automate triage 
and enrichment playbooks in your SOAR to make your security stack ready for 
whatever malicious is coming.

Increase efficiency 
of alert triage 
by over 100%.

Reduce number 
of false positives 
by over 90%. 

Seamless integrations
With over 30 built-in technologies, solid Rest API and pre-built connectors, FinalVerdict is highly adaptable  
to a range of SOC environments and security tools.
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See FinalVerdict in Action

Figure 2. The Automation Dashboard

 EDR Alert Validation

EDRs and NextGen AVs are great tools for detecting malicious activity on the endpoints. 
To be highly effective, they need to raise alerts when the slightest signs of malicious 
activity are detected. Unfortunately, this means generating an enormous number of 
alerts EDRs are well known for. 

To tackle the problem, SOC teams usually create and constantly adjust exclusions 
that will allow IT, DevOps, and R&D teams to roll out their new PowerShell scripts, 
compile new apps or even install and use new software. Creating and maintaining 
these exceptions requires significant efforts from human analysts but also decreases 
the EDR products’ efficiency as too wide exceptions mean less protection.

A more efficient way to deal with alerts is to let EDRs do their job and automate the 
validation of EDR detections so that your human analysts do not suffer from the EDR 
activity. This is precisely what you can do with VMRay FinalVerdict. Automate alert 
validation from your EDR and safely dispose of those that were raised because your 
security products sometimes care too much.

5x increase  
in the detection 
of previously 
unknown threats. 
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Features

Unparalleled Autonomous Detection of File- and URL-born Threats

For more than 10 years, we worked hard to develop fully autonomous dynamic analysis 
technologies that would allow us to reveal and classify malicious behavior. As a result, 
we now have a VMRay Platform that contains best file- and URL-based sandboxes and 
supplementing technologies. VMRay Platform provides the best detonation rate and 
unique IOC scoring algorithms that allow us to deliver noise-free results and can be 
used in fully automated scenarios.

Unlimited Scalability

Scalability is essential when you plan to automate the whole alert flow processing. 
You want to be able to analyze and triage up to thousands of samples per day, and 
you do not want to wait hours or days to see the analysis results. We designed VMRay 
FinalVerdict with that in mind, so what you get is a fast and powerful product that does 
not compromise your security:

 s Separate sandboxes for files and URLs to optimize analysis performance.

 s Static analysis technologies to check if the file has any actionable content 
that requires full detonation.

 s Triage algorithms that can safely filter out known good and known bad files  
so that the overall pipeline operates even faster.

 s Dozens of other options that might affect the performance so that you tune 
the whole product to your own needs and risk appetite.

Optimized Reporting

Many companies do not want to rely on automation entirely and want human analysts 
to make the final decision. We understand that so VMRay FinalVerdict comes up with a 
special version of the analysis report aimed at helping quick triage decisions. 

This version contains the analysis result and VMRay Threat Identifiers (VTIs) that 
explain why the VMRay Platform flagged the sample as a threat. A quick look into VTIs 
allows even a novice analyst to understand the sample’s behavior. To make sure the 
analyst has everything needed to review the results and automate further response, 
we also included IOCs and screenshots in the report.

Complete Privacy

All files and URLs submitted to the VMRay FinalVerdict are highly protected. We do 
not upload them to communities or share with other security vendors. We do not even 
share IOCs or hashes between our customers. Additionally, you can configure various 
privacy-related settings, including data retention period. VMRay ensures your complete 
privacy; this is exactly what you expect from a fully autonomous security solution.

VMRay platform 
delivers noise-free 
results and fully 
automated scenarios. 

VMRay Threat 
Identifiers (VTIs) 
make analyses 
simple and fast.
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Effortless Integrations

VMRay FinalVerdict can be easily integrated with all industry-leading security products. 
We have a selection of connectors to choose from including EDR, XDR, SOAR and 
Threat Intelligence Platforms. If you use something else, we can develop a connector 
on your request! Prefer to submit from your home-grown security platform? You can 
always enjoy the fully functional and well documented API.

Full Automation of your User-Reported Phishing Function

Are you just building up your user-reported phishing capability? IR Mailbox technology 
from the VMRay FinalVerdict will help you to build the whole function in several clicks. 
Quickly enable a special mailbox in the VMRay Platform from the console, download 
and roll out an Outlook plugin and you are all set. All emails reported by users will 
be thoroughly parsed, extracted files and URLs will be analyzed, users will receive 
the overall status and the SOC team will get notifications only about true incidents –  
all fully automated.

Get full flexibility 
through various 
connectors and 
the possibility of 
individual solutions. 

VMRay Platform Technologies
Built on VMRay Platform, FinalVerdict utilizes the multi-layer analysis engine to detonate potential malware and quickly 
determine if the threat is real. The smart combination of 30+ technologies allows our customers to effectively defend 
against the unknown threats.

 

Smart 
Caching

Reputation 
Analysis

Dynamic Analysis Post-processing

Static Analysis

Parse Detect Filter
File Type Recognition
Deep Content Extraction
Password-Protected File Analysis
Macro De-Obfuscation
Computer VisionLive lookups against

+1B files and URLs

Built-In Antivirus
VBA Stomping 
Detection
YARA Rulesets

Sandbox for Phishing Sandbox for Malware
Machine Learning 
for Phishing
Adaptive Broswing 
Simulation

Intelligent Monitoring ™
Non-Intrusive TLS Visibility
Smart Memory Dumping
Auto Reboot

Automatic User Interaction
Live Interaction
Golden Images
Malware Config. Extraction

VMRay Threat 
Identifiers
MITRE ATT&CK 
Mapping
Automatic IOCs 
Classification

Sample Triage
Smart Link 
Detonation
Digital Signature 
Verification

Multi-layered Engine Iteration Triage



Manual analysis of a huge number of submissions was time-consuming.  
With VMRay, we are able to handle this task with ease in an automated way.  
This creates enormous value for our company, customers and partners.

Fortune 500 Company  |  Technology

VMRay provides our cyber defense team with a complete picture of malware behavior 
allowing us to shorten investigations. The team loves the flexibility of the VMs, 
the depth of analysis available through the Ida Pro Plugin, and how it connected 
seamlessly with the REST API. And I love how the VMRay team has continuously 
driven platform improvements over our 2 year relationship.

Global Top 10 Company  |  Private

VMRay Public  
Threat Feed

https://threatfeed.vmray.com/

Explore 1M+  
analysis reports

See FinalVerdict 
in action

https://www.vmray.com/try-vmray-products/

Request free trial

Ready for the next step?

Portfolio
Our portfolio of products (DeepResponse, FinalVerdict, and TotalInsight) offers the ultimate solution for organizations 
looking to overcome their challenges in detecting and responding to malware and phishing threats. 

Whether you need to automate alert processing, share industry-specific threat intelligence or build a comprehensive 
threat repository, our portfolio has you covered.

VMRay Professional Services

https://www.vmray.com/products/
vmray-totalinsight/

https://www.vmray.com/products/
vmray-finalverdict/

https://www.vmray.com/products/
vmray-deepresponse/
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Contact Us

Email: sales@vmray.com 
Phone: +1 888 958-5801

VMRay GmbH

Suttner-Nobel-Allee 7 
44803 Bochum ♦ Germany

VMRay Inc.

75 State Street, Ste 100 
Boston, MA 02109 ♦ USA

vmray.com
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At VMRay, our purpose is to liberate the world from undetectable digital threats.

Led by reputable cyber security pioneers, we develop best-of-breed technologies to detect unknown threats 
that others miss. Thus, we empower organizations to augment and automate security operations by providing 
the world’s best threat detection and analysis platform.

We help organizations build and grow their products, services, operations, and relationships on secure ground 
that allows them to focus on what matters with ultimate peace of mind. This, for us, is the foundation stone 
of digital transformation.
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